This paper presents a deep learning architecture for the semantic decoder component of a Statistical Spoken Dialogue System. In a slot-filling dialogue, the semantic decoder predicts the dialogue act and a set of slot-value pairs from a set of n-best hypotheses returned by the Automatic Speech Recognition. Most current models for spoken language understanding assume (i) word-aligned semantic annotations as in sequence taggers and (ii) delexicalisation, or a mapping of input words to domain-specific concepts using heuristics that try to capture morphological variation but that do not scale to other domains nor to language variation (e.g., morphology, synonyms, paraphrasing ). In this work the semantic decoder is trained using unaligned semantic annotations and it uses distributed semantic representation learning to overcome the limitations of explicit delexicalisation. The proposed architecture uses a convolutional neural network for the sentence representation and a long-short term memory network for the context representation. Results are presented for the publicly available DSTC2 corpus and an In-car corpus which is similar to DSTC2 but has a significantly higher word error rate (WER).
Introduction
In most existing work on Spoken Language Understanding (SLU), semantic decoding is usually seen as a sequence tagging problem with models trained and tested on datasets with word-level annotations (Tür et al., 2013; Mesnil et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2013; Sarikaya et al., 2011; Deoras and Sarikaya, 2013; Sarikaya et al., 2014) . Spoken language understanding from unaligned data, in which utterances are annotated with an abstract semantics, faces the additional challenge of not knowing which specific words are relevant for extracting the semantics. This problem was tackled in (Zhou and He, 2011) , by using conditional random fields (CRFs) driven by finely-tuned hand-crafted features. Other discriminative approaches that deal with unaligned data use some form of delexicalisation or mapping of the input to known ontological concepts Henderson et al., 2014a) . The main disadvantage of delexicalisation is the difficulty in scaling it, not only to larger and more complex dialogue domains but also to handle the many forms of language variation.
We propose in this paper a semantic decoder that learns from unaligned data ( Figure 1 ) and that exploits rich semantic distributed word representations instead of delexicalisation. The semantic decoder predicts the dialogue act and the set of slot-value pairs from a set of n-best hypotheses returned by an automatic speech recognition (ASR). The prediction is made in two steps. First, a deep learning architecture is used for the joint prediction of dialogue acts and the presence or absence of slots. Second, the same architecture is reused for predicting the values of the slots that were detected by the first jointclassifier. The deep architecture combines sentence and context representations. A convolutional neural network (CNN) (Collobert et al., 2011 ) is used to generate the sentence representation, while a longshort term memory (LSTM) network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997 ) is used to generate the context representation. A non-linear function then combines the top layers of these neural networks and distinct softmax layers are used to predict the dialogue act and slots in the first joint model. In the second model, a single softmax predicts the possible values for each slot. User: can i get the phone number → request(slot=phone)
System: The phone number of golden wok is ... → offer(name=golden wok),inform(phone=01..)
User: type of food do they serve → request(slot=food) Figure 1 : Excerpt from a dialogue in the DSTC2 corpus. The top-best ASR hypothesis is shown highlighted on the left, and the corresponding user semantics is shown highlighted on the right.
Our models are evaluated on two datasets DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014b) and In-car ) using accuracy, f-measure and the Item Cross Entropy (ICE) score (Thomson et al., 2008) . We show that these models outperform previous proposed models, without using manually designed features and without any preprocessing of the input (e.g., stop words filtering, delexicalisation). They do this by exploiting distributed word representations and we claim that this allows semantic decoders to be built that can easily scale to larger and more complex dialogue domains.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first present related work in Section 2 and then we describe our architecture in Section 3. We describe the experimental setup in 4 and the evaluation results are introduced in Section 5. Finally, we present conclusions and future work in Section 6.
Related Work
Sequence tagging discriminative models such as CRFs and sequence neural networks have been widely explored for spoken language understanding. For instance, Recurrent Neural Networks have been proposed in (Yao et al., 2013; Mesnil et al., 2015) and generative Deep Neural Networks consisting of a composition of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) have been studied by (Sarikaya et al., 2011; Deoras and Sarikaya, 2013; Sarikaya et al., 2014) . A combination of neural networks and triangular CRFs is presented in (Celikyilmaz and Hakkani-Tur, 2010) , in which a convolutional neural network is used for extracting the input features of a triangular CRF in order to perform joint intent detection and slot filling. All these models use word-level semantic annotations. However, providing these word-level semantic annotations is costly since it requires specialised annotators. (Zhou and He, 2011) has proposed learning CRFs from unaligned data, however they use manually tuned lexical or syntactic features. In this work we avoid the need for word-level annotation by exploiting distributed word embeddings and using deep learning for feature representation.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been used previously for sentiment analysis (Kim, 2014; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014) and in this work we explore a similar CNN to the one presented by Kim (2014) for generating a sentence representation. However unlike Kim (2014) , the input in not a single well formed sentence but a set of ill-formed ASR hypotheses. Additionally, the softmax layer used for binary classification (i.e., positive or negative sentiment) is replaced by a softmax layer for multiclass dialogue act prediction and a further softmax layer is added for each distinct slot in the domain. (Chen and He, 2015) proposed a CNN for generating intent embeddings in SLU, which uses tri-letter input vectors. Instead, in this paper the models are initialised with GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) . These GloVe embeddings were trained in an unsupervised fashion on a large amount of data to model the contextual similarity and correlation between words. Chen and He's model aims to learn the embeddings for utterances and intents such that utterances with similar intents are close to each other in the continuous space. Although we share the same spirit, we use sentence embeddings not only for intent creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (or dialogue act) recognition but also for slot-filling within a dialogue system and we combine them with embeddings for dialogue context.
Approaches for adaptive SLU have been proposed in (Ferreira et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2014) , however they focused more on domain adaptation on top of an existing SLU component. Moreover, they use classical discriminative models for SLU such as CRFs and SVMs that require manually designed features. In contrast, the focus of this paper is to exploit deep learning models for SLU, which learn feature representations automatically.
Recently, some researchers have focused on mapping word level hypotheses directly to beliefs without using an explicit semantic decoder step (Henderson et al., 2014a; Mrkšić et al., 2015) . These systems track the user's goal through the course of the dialogue by maintaining a distribution over slot-value pairs. Such systems are interesting, but it is not clear that they can be scaled to very large domains due to the constraint of delexicalisation. Furthermore, they still require an explicit semantic decoding layer for domain identification and general Topic Management.
Deep Learning Semantic Decoder
We split the task of semantic decoding into two steps: (i) training a joint model for predicting the dialogue act and presence or absence of slots and (ii) predicting the values for the most probable slots detected in (i). As shown in Figure 2 , we use the same deep learning architecture in both steps for combining sentence and context representations to generate the final hidden unit that feeds one or many softmax layers. In the first step, as shown in the Figure, there are distinct softmax layers for the joint optimisation of the dialogue act and each possible slot. In the second step there is a single softmax layer that predicts the value of each specific slot. In the following we explain this architecture in more detail. 
Sentence Representation
A CNN is used for generating the hypothesis representation, then these representations are weighted by their confidence scores and then summed up to obtain the sentence representation (Figure 3) .
The CNN is a variant of (Kim, 2014) , in which the inputs are the word vectors in each ASR hypothesis. Let x i be a k−dimensional word embedding for the i-th word in a hypothesis. A hypothesis of length m is represented as: x 1:m = x 1 x 2 ... x m where is the concatenation operator. A convolutional operation is applied to a window of l words to produce a new feature.
where f is the hyperbolic tangent function; w ∈ R lk is a filter applied to a window of l words and b ∈ R is a bias term. The filter is applied to every window of words in the sentence to produce a feature map.
with c ∈ R n−l+1 . A max pooling operation is then applied to give the maximum value c = max{c} as the representative feature for that filter. Multiple filters can be applied by varying the window size to obtain several adjacent features for a given hypothesis. These featuresf j for the hypothesis j ∈ H are then multiplied by the ASR confidence score p j 1 and summed over all ASR hypotheses to generate a representation for the sentence s t (Equation 3), as shown in Figure 3 . 
Context Representation
An LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997 ) is used for tracking the context implied by previous dialogue system actions. The top layer of this LSTM network then provides the context representation for decoding the current input utterance.
An LSTM is a sequence model that utilises a memory cell capable of preserving states over long periods of time. This cell is recurrently connected to itself and it has three multiplication units, an input gate, a forget gate and an output gate. These gating vectors are in [0, 1] . The cell makes selective decisions about what information is preserved, and when to allow access to units, via gates that open and close. The LSTM transition equations are as follows:
where h t is the hidden unit at time step t, x t is the input at the current time step, b is a bias, σ is the logistic sigmoid function and denotes elementwise multiplication. As shown in Figure 1 , system actions are encoded in the form of a system dialogue act plus one or more slot-value pairs. To track the history of system actions, slots and values are treated as words and the input x t is formed from its corresponding word vectors. The length of the context can vary. We consider all the system actions previous to the current user utterance, or a window l of the previous system actions. For instance, if we are currently processing the last user input in Figure 1 , in which L is the total number of system actions, we can consider all previous system actions (L=4), or the last l system actions, where l < L.
Combining Sentence and Context
We study in this paper two ways of combining the sentence s t and the context h t representations. The first straightforward way is to apply a non linear function to their weighted sum:
The second way is to let the sentence representation be the last input to the LSTM network, thenĥ t = h t . For classification a softmax layer is used for each prediction:
where k is the index of the output neuron representing one class. For dialogue act classification k is one of the possible values: inform, request, offer, ... etc. For the slot prediction k is either 0 for absent or 1 for present. For slot-value prediction k will correspond to one of the possible values for each slot. For instance, for the slot price-range the possible values are cheap, moderate, expensive and dontcare. The result of the prediction is the most probable class:
The back-propagation optimisation is done by minimising the negative log-likelihood loss function through stochastic gradient descent.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section we introduce the corpora, and describe the experiments performed and the evaluation metrics used.
Corpora
Experimental evaluation used two similar datasets: DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014b) and In-car . Both corpora were collected using a spoken dialogue system which provides restaurant information system for the city of Cambridge. Users can specify restaurant suggestions by area, pricerange and food type and can then query the system for additional restaurant specific information such as phone number, post code and address. The first dialogue corpus was released for the dialogue state tracking challenge and we use here the semantic annotations that were also provided 2 . The trainset has 2118 dialogues and 15611 turns in total while the testset has 1117 dialogues and 9890 turns in total.
The second corpus contains dialogues collected under various noisy in-car conditions. In a stationary car with the air conditioning fan on and off, in a moving car and in a car simulator 3 . The trainset has 1508 dialogues and 10532 turns in total and the testset has 641 dialogues and 4861 turns in total. Because of the noise, the average word error rate (WER = 37%) is significantly higher than for DSTC2 (around 29%).
Hyperparameters and Training
Dropout was used on the penultimate layers of both the CNN and the LSTM networks to prevent coadaptation of hidden units by randomly dropping out a proportion of the hidden units during forward propagation (Hinton et al., 2012) . The models were implemented in Theano (Bastien et al., 2012) . We used filter windows of 3, 4, and 5 with 100 feature maps each for the CNN. A dropout rate of 0.5 and a batch size of 50 was employed, 10% of the trainset was used as validation set and early stopping was adopted. Training is done through stochastic gradient descent over shuffled mini-batches with Adadelta update rule (we used an adadelta decay parameter of 0.95). To initialise the models, GloVE word vectors were used (Pennington et al., 2014 ) with a dimension d = 100. System-action word-embeddings are tuned during training, instead hypothesis word-embeddings are not because of the heavy computations.
Experiments
Step I: Joint classification of dialogue-acts and slots: We evaluated five different model configurations for the joint classification of dialogue-acts and presence or absence of slots.
• CNN: the softmax layers for the joint classification of dialogue acts and slots are connected directly to the CNN sentence representation with no context.
• CNN+LSTM: we study the influence of context by considering the previous system actions (Section 3.2, Eq. 5), here we study the different context length, by using a context window of 1, 4, and all the previous system actions, namely CNN+LSTM w1, CNN+LSTM w4 and CNN+LSTM w respectively.
• LSTM all: Finally, we study the impact of long distance dependencies, by using mainly the LSTM model, with the previous system actions as input, but we inject the sentence representation as the last LSTM input.
Step II: Classification of slot value pairs: We select the best model in step I for predicting the presence of slots, then for each slot present we predict the value, by using again the best architecture from the previous step.
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the performance of our models by using the conventional metrics for classification, namely accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure (F1-score).
In addition, we used the ICE score (Eq. 8) between the hypotheses and the reference semantics (ie. ground-truth) to measure the overall quality of the distribution returned by the models (Thomson et al., 2008) . Let U be the number of utterances and W be the number of available semantic items. Given u = 1..U and w = 1...W , let: c uw = p, the confidence assigned to the hypothesis that the w th semantic item is part of utterance u, 0, if none was assigned.
δ uw = 1, if the w th item is in the reference semantics for u, 0, otherwise and N = uw δ uw , be the total number of semantic items in the reference semantics.
Results and Discussion
In this section we report the results on DSTC2 and In-car dialogue corpora.
Step I: Joint classification of dialogue-acts and slots: For this step, the classifiers must predict jointly 14 dialogue acts and 5 slots for the DSTC2 dataset as well as 14 dialogue acts and 7 slots for the In-car dataset. We evaluate both (i) using 10 fold cross-validation on the trainsets and (ii) on the corpora' testsets. Table 1 shows the 10 fold cross-validation results on both corpora. These results suggest that for DTSC2, the context representation is not significantly impacting the prediction. Although, the model with a window of 4 ,CNN+LSTM w4, improves slightly the accuracy and f1-score. On the In-car dataset, however, including the context does help to disambiguate the semantic predictions from illformed hypotheses. This is expected, since this data set has a much higher error rate and hence higher levels of confusion in the ASR output. Although there is no significant difference on the f1-score when using the immediate previous system act (w1) or a longer context, CNN+LSTM w gives a better accuracy and a lower ICE score on this dataset. Table 1 : 10 fold cross-validation evaluation of step I, the joint classification of dialogue acts and slots.
Here we study the impact of the context by comparing CNN and CNN+LSTM. Table 2 shows the results on the test sets. Consequently, when evaluating on the DSTC2 test set, a window of 4 (w4), performs slightly better than other window sizes and better than the simple CNN model. On the In-car testset, a context window of 4 outperforms all the other settings: CNN+LSTM. However, on this test set using the sentence representation as the last input to the LSTM context neural network (section 3.3) improves the f1-score and reduces the ICE error. Table 2 : Evaluation of the Step I on DSTC2 and In-car testsets. We also compare two ways of combining sentence and context representation: CNN+LSTM models (combining sentence and context representation through a non linear function) and LSTM all model (embedding the sentence representation into the context model).
Step II: Prediction of slot value pairs For evaluating Step II, we selected the best model obtained during the 10-fold cross-validation experiments in terms of F1 score. For both corpora, this was the CNN+LSTM w4 configuration. For DSTC2, it was the 4 th -fold crossvalidation with Acc = 90.42%, F 1 = 88.69% and ICE = 0.251. For In-car, it was the 5 th -fold crossvalidation with Acc = 93.13%, F 1 = 81.49% and ICE = 0.393. We used these models to classify whether a given slot appears in a given hypothesis or not. Then for that slot, we train another CNN+LSTM w4 classifier for predicting its values. In the In-car corpus the slot "type" has only one possible value "restaurant". Similarly, the slot "task" can only be the value "find". For these slots with only one value, we report values using the model of Step I, since it is enough to detect the slot in the utterance. Table 3 : Evaluation of the step II: the slot-value pairs classification on DSTC2 and In-car.
Given that there is no domain specific delexicalisation, the models achieve a good level of performance overall ( Table 3 ). Note that the slot "food" has 74 possible values in DSTC2 and 25 in In-car. Hence, this slot has much higher cardinality than all the other slots.
Overall performance A baseline for assessing overall performance is provided by the model presented in , in which the vector representation is obtained by summing up the frequency of n-grams extracted from the 10-best hypotheses, weighted by their confidence scores. Here we compare our performance against Henderson's model with and without context features, namely WNGRAMS+Ctxt and WNGRAMS repectively. Henderson reported his results on the In-car dataset. A similar model, namely SLU1, was evaluated on DSTC2 in (Williams, 2014 Table 4 : Overall performance of the setting CNN+LST w4 semantic decoder.
In terms of the ICE score, the model CNN+LSTM W4 outperforms all the baselines (Table 4 ). In terms of the F1 score, the model significantly outperforms the SLU1 and WNGRAMS baselines. However it is slightly worse than WNGRAMS+Ctxt, which has been enhanced with context features on In-car. Remember however, that our model uses only word-embeddings for automatically generating sentence and context representations without having any manually designed features or using explicit application specific semantic dictionaries.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented a deep learning architecture for semantic decoding in spoken dialogue systems that exploits semantically rich distributed word vectors. We compared different models for combining sentence and context representations. We found that context representations significantly impact slot F-measure on ASR hypotheses generated under very noisy conditions. The combination of sentence and context representations, with a context window of 4 words, outperforms all the baselines in terms of the ICE score. In terms of the F1 scores, our model outperforms the baseline on the DSTC2 corpus and the baseline without manually designed features on the In-car corpus. Although the F-score of our model does not outperforms the baseline enriched with context features on the In-car corpus, the proposed model remains competitive, especially considering that our model requires no manually designed features or application specific semantic dictionaries.
Future Work
Semantic distributed vector representations can be used for detecting similarity between domains. As future work, we want to study the adoption of the sentence and the contex representations generated in the Step I (i.e., the joint prediction of dialogue act and slots) within a Topic Management in multidomain dialogue systems. The Topic Manager is in charge of detecting the domain and the intention behind users' utterances. Furthermore, it would be interesting to study these embeddings for domain adaptation on potentially open-domains.
